
"open
yourself up

to a brilliant
newway

of living!"
-Oprah

It's easier than you think

i
Lose pounds just by

putting on these jeans!

TheOlrrtenriew
Oprah talks life, love, and

underwear with Helen Mirren
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Your
O OrIson its,u/ay!
Howto Move Pastwhat's

HoldingYouBack
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You're welcome,
America
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Five of the creative minds behind this month's issue tatk about getting unstuck.

uealth coach,
"They're Incremental"

page ro6
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Free to 8e...
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Writer, "Sometimes You
Have to Fail-Hard-to

Figure Things Out"
page 101

VIVIAN HOWARD
Chef, "Way to Grow"

page 119

Writer,'Seo Chonge"
page 36 writer, "call the shots

on Your Own Care"
page 83

love myself. I was too
concerned with what
others thought about me.

I realized most of those
people won't show up
at my funeral. They don't
let me control their
lives, so why should I let
them control mine?

unplug, pray, and run.
No devices-just me
and a conversation with
my Maker.

inspire others
experiencing what I've
been through. I was
insecure, but once I
learned self-love, it was
easier to love others.

For years I couldn't
figure out how to...
trust my restaurant
staff to make decisions.
But then one day...
I was unexpectedly
put on bed rest while
pregnant with my twins.
I tried to micromanage
via phone and e-mail
until I became too
exhausted. When I
returned, everything
was great-I should
have trusted their
judgment all along.
Whenlneedacreative
breakthrough, t...
go to bed early and
wake up a few hours
before anyone else in
my house so I can have
some quiet.
I hope my next aha
moment will help me...
relax.

say no. I never wanted
to disappoint anyone.

a friend pointed out
there is power in saying
no. By acknowledging
what I don't want, I'm
stating what I do want.

go for a walk. Movement
stimulates thoughts
that stay stuck in my
head when I'm sitting at
my computer.

figure out how to
decorate better. I read
fabulous design blogs,
yet my home always
looks like I just moved
my couch from one wall
to another.

get my unathletic body
to do what I wanted it
to do. I was the classic
bookish, wimpy kid.

I took a modern jazz
dance class. I was
astonished to discover
that there's something
called "technique"
that's learnable.

plant my feet on the red
earth outside my New
Mexico home, get very
still, and soak in the
energy of the mountains.

master a beautiful
molinete, a complicated
grapevine step in
Argentine tango.

combine my passions
for healthcare,
neuroscience, and
community service into
one career.

I realized I could work
in neurosurgery, travel
to promote health and
wellness to people in
need, and write ar[icles
to share patients' stories.

pick up paper and
pencil (no computer!)
and write furiously
about whatever comes
to mind.

impact the lives of
others in a small but
lasting way.
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